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Abstract— The agility of a robotic system is ultimately limited
by the speed of its processing pipeline. The use of a Dynamic
Vision Sensors (DVS), a sensor producing asynchronous events
as luminance changes are perceived by its pixels, makes it pos-
sible to have a sensing pipeline of a theoretical latency of a few
microseconds. However, several challenges must be overcome:
a DVS does not provide the grayscale value but only changes
in the luminance; and because the output is composed by a
sequence of events, traditional frame-based visual odometry
methods are not applicable. This paper presents the first visual
odometry system based on a DVS plus a normal CMOS camera
to provide the absolute brightness values. The two sources of
data are automatically spatiotemporally calibrated from logs
taken during normal operation. We design a visual odometry
method that uses the DVS events to estimate the relative
displacement since the previous CMOS frame by processing
each event individually. Experiments show that the rotation can
be estimated with surprising accuracy, while the translation can
be estimated only very noisily, because it produces few events
due to very small apparent motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Perception is still the main problem for high-performance
robotics. Once the perception problem is assumed solved, for
example by the use of external motion-capture systems, then
established control techniques allow for highly performing
systems [1]. Such performance, however, is not achievable
with onboard sensors such as CMOS cameras [2] or laser
rangefinders [3]. The achievable agility of a robotic platform
depends on the speed of its processing pipeline (the series
of data acquisition plus data processing); more precisely, it
is important that the pipeline offers high sampling rate as
well as low latency. At the state of the art, the latency of a
CMOS-based pipeline is at a minimum in the order of 50-
250 ms and the sampling rate is in the order of 15-30 Hz. To
obtain more agile robots, we need to switch to faster sensors.
One possible alternative is to use a Dynamic Vision Sensor
(DVS) [4]. This is the first commercially available product
belonging to a new class of “neuromorphic” sensors [5, 6].
In contrast to a normal CMOS camera, the DVS output
is a sequence of asynchronous events rather than regular
frames. Each pixel produces an event when the perceived
luminance increases and decreases under a certain threshold.
This computation is done using an analog circuit, whose
biases can be tuned to change the sensitivity of the pixels and
other dynamic properties. The events are then timestamped
and made available to the application using a digital circuit.
Each event is a tuple 〈tk, 〈xk, yk〉, pk〉, where the scalar
tk is the timestamp of the event, the coordinates 〈xk, yk〉
identify the pixel that triggered the event, and the value
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Fig. 1. We present a visual odometry algorithm that uses low-latency
brightness change events from a Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) and the data
from a normal camera to provide the absolute brightness values.
pk ∈ {+1,−1} is the event polarity, which is the sign of the
brightness change. DVS-based solutions have been proposed
for optic flow reconstruction [7, 8], stereo [9], particle-filter
based localization and mapping [10–12], active-landmark-
based pose tracking [13].
Contribution: In this work, we investigate the use of
a DVS for visual odometry, together with a regular CMOS
camera. The DVS can only sense motion: no events are
generated if nothing moves in the scene and the camera is
stationary. Furthermore, this sensor has currently a very low
resolution: 128 × 128 pixels. These two limitations might
eventually be removed by undergoing research efforts aimed
at adding the possibility of sensing static luminance signals
and increasing the resolution [14, 15]. In any case, a DVS
alone cannot be the only sensor on board of a robot, but
rather it needs to be integrated with conventional sensors. We
envision an architecture in which agile behavior is obtained by
a low-latency control action that uses the data from a sensor
like the DVS, while, at slower time-scales, other tasks, such
as SLAM, are performed based on slower traditional sensors.
Therefore, we try to combine the DVS events with the low
frequency data from a normal CMOS camera (hereafter, just
“camera”) that can provide the absolute brightness value that
it is not sensed by the DVS (Fig. 1b).
The first challenge is to extrinsically calibrate the two
sensors. We devise an unsupervised spatiotemporal calibra-
tion technique that is able to create an accurate virtual
sensor, notwithstanding several approximations due to the
two devices having different resolutions, unsynchronized
timestamps, different focus centers for the optical systems, etc.
Having created this new “virtual” sensor, which provides low-
frequency frames and low-latency events, we design an event-
based visual odometry method. Most visual odometry methods
are based on detecting and tracking “features” (or “interest
points”) across frames [16]. These approaches cannot be used
directly with a DVS, unless the DVS is used to simulate a
normal camera, for example by accumulating events in a slice
of time and then use it as a “frame” 1 or if the feature tracking
problem is defined in the spatiotemporal domain [17–19]. Our
goal is to process each event independently as to provide the
minimum latency possible.
Outline: Section II describes the camera-to-DVS calibra-
tion method. Because we need to use the camera to provide
the absolute brightness values that cannot be observed from
the DVS alone, calibration in this context means to find for
each DVS pixel the corresponding pixel in the camera frame.
Calibration is done offline from recorded logs during normal
operation of the system (no calibration patterns are necessary).
Section III describes an event-based visual odometry
method. We use the DVS events to estimate the relative
displacement with respect to the pose where the previous
low-frequency frame was acquired. Because the DVS is fast,
we can assume that the motion is small, and, thus, decompose
the problem along each degree of freedom. Our method is
similar in spirit to Markov localization, in the sense that each
event is used to define a likelihood function to weigh the
current relative motion estimate.
Section IV illustrates experiments for the case of pure
rotation. In spite of the various approximations implied by
using the camera’s data to supply the missing brightness value
for the DVS, the system is quite precise and achieves a drift
that is small compared with the DVS resolution (1 pixel/°).
The system is robust to motion blur. Failures are observed
when the majority of the events are due to other objects in
the field of view rather than self-motion, and if the rotation
is so fast that more than a half field of view moves between
successive camera frames.
Section V describes the problem of estimating translation,
assuming that the low-frequency images are provided together
with the range image (either provided natively by a sensor
such as a Kinect or estimated using a SLAM algorithm). The
algorithm for translation is mostly the same as for rotation,
but the results are quite noisy. Our analysis suggests that this
is an intrinsic limitation of the DVS: because the sensor only
detects changes and has a relatively poor resolution, it cannot
be used to estimate translation reliably because translation
produces relatively small apparent motion.
Finally, Section VI wraps up and discusses future work.
Notation: We use standard differential geometry nota-
tion [20]. S2 is the unit sphere, the set of vectors in R3
that have unit length. An element of S2 is denoted as s and
called a direction. A direction identifies a pixel of a calibrated
camera (we do not use image-space coordinates). An image,
or frame, is a differentiable function y : S2 → R on the visual
sphere. The gradient ∇y is a function on the visual sphere
that takes values on the tangent space of the sphere: fixed a
point s ∈ S2, ∇y(s) is a vector in R3 that is perpendicular
to s. The inner product of two vectors in R3 is 〈a, b〉; their
cross product is a× b. For a vector a ∈ R3, the quantity a×
is the skew-symmetric 3× 3 matrix such that a×b = a× b.
“Exp” is the matrix exponential and “Log” is the principal
logarithm.
1Incidentally, this is what we do for visualization purposes (Fig. 1b).
II. SPATIOTEMPORAL CAMERA/DVS CALIBRATION
Assuming a small baseline between the two sensors, we
can use the CMOS camera to supply the absolute brightness
values in the DVS field of view. The goal of calibration is to
find for each DVS pixel the camera pixel that points in the
same direction. We describe an offline calibration method that
works with logs taken during the system’s normal operation,
without the need of special calibration patterns or procedures.
The basic idea is that pixels pointing in the same direction
see “changes” at the same time, so that a properly defined
similarity function captures the spatial relationships between
pixels even if they belong to different sensors. The basic
principle is thus similar to calibration by correlation (see [21]
and references therein), but applied to different sensors, and
with opportune changes due to the special nature of the DVS
data.
The most important assumption of this method is that there
is a small baseline between the two sensors; more precisely,
the baseline must be negligible with respect to the size of
the environment. For example, suppose that (as in our setup)
the baseline is b ' 0.01 m and the minimum distance to an
obstacle is d = 2 m. The direction of the projection of a
point of an obstacle on the two sensors can at most differ by
b/d ' 0.5°. In our case this is an acceptable approximation
because each DVS pixel covers ' 1°.
The calibration method has three phases:
1) The first phase consists in a coarse time synchronization
of the two data sequences. This is needed because the
DVS events are timestamped with its own internal clock.
2) The second phase consists in a coarse spatial calibra-
tion. The output of this phase is an approximate guess
for the position of each DVS pixel in the camera frame.
3) The third phase is an optimization phase that refines
the results of the individual pixels to obtain a globally-
consistent solution.
A. Coarse time synchronization
Because the DVS uses its own internal clock and timestamp,
the first step needed is the temporal synchronization of the
two data streams. If two sensors point (approximately) in
the same direction, then they will see (approximately) the
same “changes”. If we can define two related signals that
quantify the changes for the two sensors, then the delay
between the two time series is found as the maximum of
the cross-correlation between those signals. When large data
logs are available, the result is very robust even if the two
sensors do not perceive exactly the same part of the scene.
The only delicate part is taking care of the fact that the two
streams are not equally spaced in time, so that they need to
be resampled to a common sampling rate ∆.
For the DVS events, whose timestamps sequence is tk, for
each time t, define the function ft as the number of events
detected in the interval [t−∆, t+ ∆] (Fig. 2a):
ft = |{tk | t−∆ ≤ tk ≤ t+ ∆}|. (1)
Let the data from the camera be a sequence of tuples
〈ti, yi〉, where ti is the timestamp, yi : S2 → R is the image
(here defined as a function on the visual sphere). Let y˙i be
the discrete approximation to the derivative of the image:
y˙i = (yi+1 − yi−1/(ti+1 − ti−1). Define the total intensity
of the change ci as the 1-norm of y˙i over the visual field:
ci = ∫S2 |y˙i(s)| ds. Finally, for each time t, define gt as the
mean intensity for images in the interval [t − ∆, t + ∆]
(Fig. 2b):
gt = mean{ci | t−∆ ≤ ti ≤ t+ ∆}. (2)
The correction τ between the two series is the one that
minimizes the mismatch between gt and ft+τ . To obtain both
robustness and efficiency, we use a multi-scale analysis, in
which we start with a large sampling interval ∆ and a large
search domain for τ , and then iteratively reducing both.
This method can be used to synchronize other data streams,
as long as one can find a signal that correlates with motion and
events generations (e.g., angular velocity for the odometry).
B. Coarse spatial calibration
At this point, we assume that the two streams of data are
coarsely aligned temporally, and we want to find, for each
DVS pixel, a guess of the corresponding pixel for the camera.
This will be just a coarse guess that will be refined later.
Let us use the index a ∈ A to label the DVS pixels, and
the index b ∈ B for the camera pixels. We will define a
similarity measure S(a, b), then, for each a, we will choose
the corresponding bˆ(a) as the pixel b that maximizes the
similarity:
bˆ(a) = arg max
b∈B
S(a, b).
In analogy with ft defined in (1), for each pixel a define
the function ft(a) as the number of events produced observed
by that pixel in the interval [t−∆, t+ ∆]. In analogy with
gt defined in (2), define gt(b) as the average intensity of
the brightness change y˙ seen by the camera at pixel b in the
interval [t−∆, t+∆]. The similarity S(a, b) is the correlation
in time between ft(a) and gt(b):
S(a, b) = corr(ft(a), gt(b)).
This similarity is very simple to implement and can be
computed with a streaming algorithm in one pass. There
are other possible choices for the similarity involving other
signals (such as the intensity of the spatial gradient) and
other distances between time series (such as the information
distance), though this simplest choice seems to work well
enough.
If we computed S(a, b) for each pair of pixel the memory
requirements would be prohibitive, because it would be in
the order of O(ρ21ρ22) where ρ1, ρ2 are the resolutions (in
pixels/degrees) of the two sensors. Therefore, we compute
this similarity using only a subset of the DVS pixels; in our
case, we use a 16× 16 subgrid of the 128× 128 frame.
Fig. 3 shows some examples of the similarity S(a, b),
computed on several logs for a total of ~35 minutes. Note
that the similarity is ambiguous in the vertical direction. This
is due to the properties of the environment, which, in this
case, has many vertical features.
It might happen that the DVS pixel has no corresponding
point in the camera frame, because it corresponds to pixels
that are outside of the frame. In this case the similarity has
typically multiple minima (Fig. 3d). A simple confidence
measure can quantify this fact. If bˆ(a) is the maximum, a
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Fig. 2. Synchronization between data streams from different sensors is
achieved by computing the offset that maximally superimposes signals that
correlate with motion and changes in the visual field.
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Fig. 3. A first guess for the position of each DVS pixel a in the image
space of the camera is obtained by computing the similarity function S(a, b),
here represented in grayscale for four example pixels, among which one that
does not have a correspondence.
confidence level is the ratio of S(a, bˆ(a)) and the average
S(a, b):
wa = S(a, bˆ(a)) /
∑
bS(a, b).
This confidence measure allows us to distinguish pixels with
and without a correspondence by thresholding w(a). The
pixels with a low confidence level are marked as invalid and
excluded from the successive phases.
C. Spatial refinement
Due to noise and ambiguity, the guess obtained indepen-
dently for each pixel can be rather noisy (Fig. 4a). This last
spatial refinement phase is an optimization step that finds a
globally consistent solution for all pixels together (Fig. 4b).
Using a standard approach, we define an energy function
E = Edata + αEmodel that consist of two terms: the data
term forces the pixels to have the position previously found,
weighted by their confidence level, and the model term
encourages the pixels to be in a regular grid. The two terms
are weighted by a constant α > 0 that quantifies our trust in
the model.
1) Data term: This part is best described using image
coordinates for the camera frame. For each DVS pixel, we
found the corresponding pixel bˆ(a) in the camera frame.
Call pa0 ∈ R2 the position of that pixel, and wa the confidence
level. The data term is readily written as
Edata({pa}) =
∑
a∈A
wa‖pa − pa0‖2.
2) Model term: The model term should enforce the prior
knowledge that we have for the sensor topology. Let us
consider the case where the pixels are in a grid, though
the procedure can be adapted to different topologies.
For each pixel a ∈ A let neig(a) ⊂ A be the set of the
neighbors of a in the grid. Because of the grid assumptions,
all neighbors in neig(a) should be equidistant from a. The
constraint is that, for any two neighbors a1, a2 ∈ neig(a),
the points pa1 and pa2 are equidistant from pa:
‖pa1 − pa‖ = ‖pa2 − pa‖. (3)
We enforce the (soft) constraint by including a penalty to be
minimized, such as |‖pa1 −pa‖2−‖pa2 −pa‖2|. The model
term sums the penalty over all pixels and their neighbors:
Emodel({pa}) =
∑
a∈A
∑
a1,a2∈neig(a)
|‖pa1 − pa‖2 −‖pa2 − pa‖2|.
While this penalty function is simple and serves its purpose,
it is unclear whether this is the best penalty function for our
constraint (3). In general, for any soft constraint to be imposed,
one can find an infinite number of penalty functions, and
different penalty functions have widely different properties in
term of convergence basins, robustness to outliers, etc. [22].
3) Optimization: The energy function just defined is not
convex, though it appears to be “convex enough” to be
minimized using general-purpose algorithms. Of the standard
methods readily available in Numpy, the quasi-Newton BFGS
method [23, p. 198] gave the quickest convergence (25
iterations if choosing α = 0.1). The results are shown in
Fig. 4b.
4) Interpolation: We have so far derived the solution for a
subset of the DVS pixels at the corners of a grid. The last step
consists in interpolating the result to the rest of the pixels.
The simplest way to interpolate is by using barycentric
coordinates. Create a triangulation of the DVS frame using
the known grid points. For each pixel whose position is still
to be found, the solution is given by averaging the solution
of the vertex of the enclosing triangle.
Suppose m ∈ R2 are the image coordinates of the pixel
in question, and m1,m2,m3 ∈ R2 are the coordinates of
the vertices. The barycentric coordinates λ1, λ2, λ3 are the
solution of the equation m = λ1m1 + λ2m2 + λ3m3 with
the constraint λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1.
Once the barycentric coordinates have been found using
standard formulas2, the position p is found by interpolating
the solutions of the vertices p1,p2,p3:
p = λ1p
1 + λ2p
2 + λ3p
3.
2Letting mi = 〈xi, yi〉 and m = 〈x, y〉 then(
λ1
λ2
)
=
(
x1 − x3 x2 − x3
y1 − y3 y2 − y3
)−1 (
x− x3
y − y3
)
and λ3 = 1− λ2 − λ1. The matrix above is invertible if and only if the
three points are not collinear.
III. EVENT-BASED ROTATION ESTIMATION
This section describes a visual odometry method that uses
the DVS events together with the camera frames. It uses the
low-frequency frames as an instantaneous “map” in which to
localize based on the events. The method preserves the low-
latency nature of the data because each event can be processed
individually. Localizing simultaneously with respect to two
successive frames allows the method to keep track of the
global pose. This section focuses on estimating rotation;
Section V discusses translation.
Our design goal of a completely asynchronous event-based
method prevents using traditional techniques based on feature
tracking. In principle, it is possible to extract features from
the events: for example, by accumulating events in a time
slice and considering their histogram as an image frame,
it is possible to see segment features (Fig. 1b). However,
this implies accepting additional latency (as events must be
accumulated) and is not a robust strategy (for small motions
and few events, features cannot be reliably detected).
The basic idea of the method is to estimate the relative
motion from the last low-frequency frame, by defining the
likelihood that an event can be observed given a certain motion.
Because of the sensor’s low latency, we can assume that the
motion is “small” and we can estimate each degree of freedom
independently (i.e., pitch can be estimated independently from
yaw and roll) and so we need relatively little computation
for processing each event. More in detail, we keep track of a
probability distribution relative to the motion for each degree
of freedom. Each event can be used to define a likelihood
function for the motion that is compatible with seeing that
particular event. Clearly, a single event contains very little
and ambiguous information, but accumulating the information
in a series of events will lead to a precise and robust estimate.
In the spirit of Markov localization [24], we can apply a
motion model in between events if one is available (i.e. we
know the sensor is attached to a robot with known dynamics).
A. Single event vs fixed-event-rate processing
We will describe the method as purely event-based, to
highlight that, in principle, it can be implemented asyn-
chronously, perhaps at the hardware level. However, for
the current implementations, and the foreseeable future, the
computation is done with a packet of events, and optimized
using vectorization techniques. First, there is a practical
constraint: the DVS uses a USB hardware interface and
several events are transmitted per packets, though each event
has its own hardware-generated timestamp. In addition to this
(a) Before optimization (b) After optimization
Fig. 4. Coordinates of the DVS pixels in the camera’s image space, before
and after optimization (Section II-C). Red pixels (corresponding to directions
outside the camera frame) are marked as invalid and ignored.
constraint, the microsecond latency that the DVS achieves
is unnecessary for robotic platforms: the goal of estimation
is control, and the time constants of a flying, or wheeled,
robot, or plane, or insect, is hardly faster than 1 millisecond,
so there are diminishing returns under that threshold.
Choosing a processing frequency is not straightforward. For
a conventional sensor there is a clear trade-off: a high sampling
rate corresponds to more precise estimation at the cost of
more computation required. With the DVS, the trade-off is
different, because the event rate is variable and proportional
to the magnitude of the motion; in the limit, without motion,
no events are generated. Therefore, processing events at a
fixed frequency is either wasteful or inaccurate depending
on the situation. A simple heuristics that seems to work
well is fixed event-rate processing: we accumulate events in
packets, and then process them once a given size is reached.
For example, in our experimental setup, using the threshold
1000 events/packet corresponds to about 500 Hz processing
for 720 °/s rotations. We conjecture that this fixed-event-rate
strategy uses the least computation for a given expected error.
B. Estimating relative rotation
1) Events and frames: We use the subscript k for the events,
and the subcript i for the low-frequency frames. The two
series of timestamps are {ti}i∈N and {tk}k∈N. Neither stream
is assumed equispaced in time, and they are not assumed to
be accurately synchronized.3 As previously defined, the frame
data is a sequence of tuples 〈ti, yi〉, where yi : S2 → R is a
function defined on (a subset of) the visual sphere. The event
data is a series of tuples 〈tk, pk, sk〉, where pk ∈ {+1,−1}
is the polarity and sk ∈ S2 is the direction of the pixel of
the visual sphere, which we use directly instead of the image
coordinates. (Using sk implies that the sensor is calibrated.)
2) Reference frame: Let us choose convenient reference
frames. Suppose that we have received the i-th frame at time
ti and at time t > ti we want to localize with respect to that
frame. If qt ∈ SO(3) is the attitude at time t, we want to
recover the relative attitude q−1ti qt. It is simpler to reformulate
everything in relative spatiotemporal coordinates, by letting
qti = Id and ti = 0, so that qt is the relative attitude with
respect to the previous image obtained at t = 0.
3) Approximating the likelihood for generic rotation: We
first derive the formulas for the case of a generic rotation
qt ∈ SO(3); later, we will particularize them to the case in
which the rotation is constrained to be around a given axis.
The basic observation is that an event must be generated by
some spatial gradient in the image—if the image has uniform
brightness, no event can be generated by motion. Suppose
that at time tk ≥ 0 we receive the event 〈tk, pk, sk〉. We
take this as evidence that at time tk, there was a a nonzero
gradient in direction sk. This implies that, if qtk ∈ SO(3)
is the current rotation, there should be a nonzero spatial
gradient in the image yi in direction q−1tk sk. Therefore, the
event sk is compatible with the current motion being qtk
only if ∇yi(q−1tk sk) 6= 0. A single event cannot disambiguate
3In our particular experimental setup, we discovered we had to work
around this problem because the images were timestamped by ROS, with
considerable userspace jitter, rather than directly at the driver or hardware
level. Because this seems to be a likely common problem, we set as a design
goal to not rely on precise synchronization of frames and events.
the motion, therefore we need to accumulate evidence from
successive events. This is the basic idea; the next few
paragraphs make it more precise.
Formally, we find an approximation to the likeli-
hood p(〈tk, sk〉 | qtk , yi). The simplest model of the DVS is
that an event is triggered with probability proportional to |y˙|.
Using the optic flow equation, the derivative y˙ is proportional
to the angular velocity ω and the gradient ∇y:
y˙t(s) = 〈s×∇yt(s), ωt〉 =
〈
ω×s,∇yt(s)
〉
. (4)
Assuming a small motion of constant velocity (ωt = ω0), the
rotation qt is the matrix exponential of ω×o t: qt = Exp(ω
×
o t),
and, conversely, the velocity ω is the matrix logarithm of qt:
ω×0 =
1
tLog(qt). (5)
Combining (4) and (5) we obtain that y˙t(s) =
1
t 〈Log(qt)s,∇yt(s)〉 . Therefore, the likelihood of seeing the
event 〈tk, pk, sk〉 assuming the current pose is qt is
p(〈tk, sk〉 |qtk, yi)' 1tk
∣∣〈Log(qtk)q−1tk sk,∇yi(q−1tk sk)〉∣∣ . (6)
Once we have defined this likelihood function we can
implement a Bayesian filter. However, it would be terribly
inefficient to iterate over the entire space SO(3) for each event.
Assuming small motion, we can decompose the problem over
each degree of freedom.
4) Simplification for one degree of freedom: Fix a rotation
axis described by a unit vector u ∈ S2. Assuming that the
sensor only rotates along u, we can write the rotation qt as
a function of the angle θt along that axis:
qt = Exp(θtu×). (7)
The angle θt is going to be the parametrization for the rotation.
Rewriting (6) using (7), we obtain that p(〈tk, pk〉 | θtk , yi) '
1
tk
∣∣〈Log(qtk)q−1tk sk,∇yi(q−1tk sk)〉∣∣
= {Using (7)}
1
tk
∣∣〈Log(Exp(θtu×))Exp(θtu×)−1sk,∇yi(Exp(θtu×)−1sk)〉∣∣
= {Log(Exp(x)) = x, for small x}
1
tk
∣∣〈θtu×Exp(θtu×)−1sk,∇yi(Exp(θtu×)−1sk)〉∣∣
= {Exp(u×)−1 = Exp(−u×)}
1
tk
∣∣〈θtu×Exp(−θtu×)sk,∇yi(Exp(−θtu×)sk)〉∣∣
= {〈a×b, c〉 = −bTa×c}
|θt|
tk
∣∣〈Exp(−θtu×)sk, u×∇yi(Exp(−θtu×)sk)〉∣∣ . (8)
Equation (8) can be rewritten in a simpler form. Because
Exp(−θtu×)sk appears twice, we refactor this term as the
function ϕu(θ, s) that rotates s of −θ around the axis u:
ϕu : S1 × S2 → S2,
θ, s 7→ Exp(−θu×)s.
To further simplify (8), define the function Ψuy (x) as
Ψuy : S2 → R,
x 7→ 〈x, u×∇yi(x)〉 . (9)
With this compact notation, the likelihood approximation is
p(〈tk, sk〉 | θtk , yi) = |θt|tk |Ψuy (ϕu(θt, sk))|. (10)
The function Ψuy gives all that is needed to know about
the image yi: it is the intensity of the gradient that counts
towards generating spike events for the direction of interest u.
This function needs to be computed only once per image, and,
with further manipulation, it can be written as the absolute
value of a linear combination of the gradients in image space.
The term |θt|/tk in (10) is the absolute value of the
angular velocity: with a change of variable, we could express
everything using the angular velocity, but using the relative
rotation gives a more intuitive formulation overall.
The term ϕ(θt, sk), seen as a function of θt, describes an
arc in the visual sphere. Crucially, this is the only quantity
that depends on the event, through the direction sk. Algorith-
mically, this implies that, given an event in direction sk, we
need to iterate over θ, and trace an arc in image space, and
the likelihood for θ is given by evaluating Ψuy at ϕ(θt, sk).
C. Filtering and tracking
Tracking the relative motion with respect to the last received
frame is an instance of a Bayesian filter:
1) Initialization: Wait for yi. Compute Ψuyi . Set initial
distribution for p(θ0) to a uniform distribution.
2) For each new event 〈tk, pk, sk〉 received:
a) Prediction: Evolve the probability distribution
using a motion model p(θtk | θtk−1).
b) Update: Weight the probability distribution using
the likelihood given by (10).
As mentioned before, while we could consider each event indi-
vidually, it might be preferable to process events packets, and
optimize the evaluation of (10) using vectorized operations.
The last block that we need for a complete algorithm is
defining what happens when a new frame yi+1 is received.
To keep track of the global pose, we need to find the relative
pose between yi and yi+1. This can be done by running the
localization filter above independently for the two images
concurrently; once the DVS is localized with respect to both
images, the relative motion between the two images can be
estimated, a global state variable can be updated with the
global pose, and the oldest image discarded.
D. Further refinements
1) Using the polarity information: We can use the event
polarity pk to improve the likelihood approximation (6). The
constraint is that the polarity pk must be the sign of the bright-
ness variation y˙. Starting from (4) and redoing similar steps
as before, we obtain that sgn(y˙) = sgn(θtΨy(ϕ(θt, sk))).
Thus, in absence of noise, the position θtk is compatible with
the event only if
pk = sgn(θtΨy(ϕ(θt, sk))). (11)
To take into account noise and other unmodelled phenomena
(such as objects that move of independent motion, thus not
conforming to (4)) we soften this constraint. The constraint
is respected if the product pk(θtΨy(ϕ(θt, sk))) is positive,
thus a robust likelihood function can be compactly written as
p(〈tk, sk, pk〉 | θtk , yi) = H(pk θttk |Ψy(ϕ(θt, sk))), (12)
where H : R → R+ is a function that implements a soft
threshold, such as H(x) = c+x for x > 0, and H(x) = c > 0
for x < 0. The constant c depends on the noise level. (An
interesting extension would be learning H from data.)
2) Subpixel maxima detection: Finally, we mention a
simple trick regarding how to compute the maximum of
the probability distribution of θ when an unimodal output
is needed, for visualization (as in the experiment section)
or for further processing. The resolution of the probability
distribution for θ is the resolution of the sensor, which
is 1 pixel/° for our setup. If we only extract the maximum of
the buffer (θˆt = arg max p(θt)), then the answer suffers from
a discretization of 1 pixel/°. A better approach is to fit a local
Gaussian-plus-constant approximation to the distribution, and
use the mean of the fitted Gaussian as the unimodal guess.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We set up the DVS + camera system on a TurtleBot.
The robot has, in theory, only two degrees of freedom
(rotation on the yaw axis, and forward translation), due to
the nonholonomic dynamics. However, in practice, it is quite
unstable on its two wheels, so that it wobbles back and forth
when it starts a translational motion—and our method does
detect this oscillatory pitch movement.
For the quantitative evaluation we focus on yaw, so that
we can use the robot’s odometry for evaluating the precision.
In the following the packet size is set to 1000 events/packet.
In general, in our partially engineered test environment rich
in horizontal gradient (Fig. 5a) the method is quite robust, and
the only failures (where the maxima of the distribution is far
from the ground truth) happen when most of the field of view
is covered by dynamic objects (Fig. 5c). Dynamic objects
bring two kinds of nuisances: first, they create additional
confusing events in the DVS data; second, they are not good
references in the camera frames.
The drift, as evaluated with the odometry, is in the order
of 1% of the total rotation. This is measured for slow motions,
as for fast motions the odometry tends to be unreliable, as
there is wheel slippage when the robot makes abrupt motions
(Fig. 6). Rotation estimation is robust even in the presence
of translation (Fig. 7).
Choosing slightly different event packet sizes does not
change the estimate much (Fig. 8), except that choosing 500
events/packets (Fig. 8a) instead of 2000 (Fig. 8c) gives a 4
times more frequent update.
The precision that we achieve is much smaller than the
sensor resolution, thanks to the subpixel trick explained in
Section III-D.2. The effect can be clearly seen for the data in
Fig. 8d, where it is not used, and the discretization corresponds
to the sensor resolution.
V. ESTIMATING TRANSLATION
We were not able to produce consistently precise estimates
of translational motion. Nonetheless, for completeness, we
describe what we tried and the partial success we obtained.
The basic problem for estimating translation is that in
the robot localization scenario the apparent motion due to
translation is much smaller that the apparent motion due to
rotation. Suppose the robot moves forward at velocity v =
1 m/s. The largest apparent motion is if an object is orthogonal
to the motion vector; as for the distance, suppose that the
robot keeps a safe distance of d = 2m from the environment.
(a) Frame and events. (b) Events re-aligned
      given the estimate.
(c) Failure due to 
     moving objects.
Fig. 5. Panel a shows a typical input, with the events superimposed with
the grayscale image. Panel b shows the same events artificially rotated by the
estimated θt. Panel c shows a quasi-failure state, in which moving objects
do not provide a reliable reference image to match the events.
1.0°
-8.9°
2.1°
2.1°
90°
odometry estimate
truth0°
Fig. 6. Odometry (black) vs estimate (red) compared with ground truth.
The estimate drift is 1° after a 180° rotation (~0.005%). In this case, the
odometry drift is larger (8.9°) because of wheels slippage.
(a) Forward velocity (odometry)
(b) Angular velocity (odometry)
0.3 m/s
(c) Odometry heading (black) and estimated heading (red)
0°
-415°-441°
30°/s
Fig. 7. Rotation estimation is robust even in the presence of translation.
(a) 500 events/packet
(d) Without using subpixel
      estimation (Section III.D.2)
(c) 2000 events/packet
(e) Without using polarity
      information (Section III.D.1)
(b) 1000 events/packet
frames
packets
rotation
time
0.7s0
0
8°
rotation
time
0.7s0
0
8°
Fig. 8. Effect of changing different parameters. The figure show the low-
latency heading estimation in the first part of the trajectory shown in Fig. 6.
Black dots mark the estimation corresponding to the low-frequency frames.
The “wobbliness” is due to the imprecise timestamp of the frames. Panels
a, b, c show the effect of changing the packet size (500, 1000, and 2000
events/packets, respectively). Panel d shows the effect of not using subpixel
maxima extraction (Section III-D.2): the discretization corresponds to the
sensor resolution. Finally, panel e shows the effect of not using the polarity
information (Section III-D.1).
Then the apparent motion is at most v/d = 0.5 rad/s = 30°/s.
For a pixel spread of 1°, it takes 1°/30°/s = 0.03s to have
an apparent motion of 1 pixel. This is one order of magnitude
less of what we expect for rotation; a rotation rate of 360°/s
is easily achieved. We conclude that the DVS with its current
spatial resolution can reliably detect translational motion only
at frame rates, for which a normal camera would suffice.
This suggests that in a robot architecture the DVS should
be used only for estimating and compensating fast rotations,
while estimation of translation should be done more using
traditional sensor and visual odometry pipelines. Nevertheless,
we discuss how translation can be recovered by adapting the
method previously described.
A. Variation of the rotation estimation procedure
For recovering translation, we also need to know the depth
data attached to the luminance data. This can be obtained
from the sensor itself (e.g., for a Kinect) or estimated using
a visual odometry technique. Let di : S2 → R+ be the range
image attached to the intensity image yi.
For the purpose of estimating translation, we can assume
that rotation has already been estimated and compensated.
(It is easy to compensate the rotation by simply rotating the
DVS events, as in Fig. 5a–b.) The analogous relation to (4)
for translational motion with velocity vt ∈ R3 is
y˙t(s) =
1
di(s)
〈∇yt(s), vt〉 . (13)
As before, assume we are estimating the translation along one
axis, so that the relative position with respect to the previous
image is xtu where u ∈ S2 is a fixed direction and xt is a
scalar coordinate (analogous of θt). We can redo all passages
that led to (10), obtaining a similar result for the likelihood:
p(〈tk, sk〉 | xtk , yi) = |xtk |tk |Ψy(γud (xt, sk))|. (14)
Instead of the function ϕu, we have an analogous function
γud (x, s) that describes the apparent motion of a feature point
in direction s under the translation x in direction u:
γud : R× S2 → S2,
x, s 7→ (di(s)s− xu)/‖di(s)s− xu‖.
Based on this equation we can adapt the algorithm described
in Section III with the simple substitution of ϕu with γud .
In our setup, this method gave essentially unusable results
because of the extremely small apparent motion. However, it
might prove useful in situations of low angular velocity and
high translational velocity, such as the automotive scenario.
B. Estimating instantaneous translational velocity
The methods presented so far assumed that the motion
was small but finite, in the sense that θ and x are small but
nonzero. An alternative is to directly make an infinitesimal
motion assumption; in the sense of assuming x = 0 and
estimating the velocity v = x˙.
The optic flow equation (13), assuming that we know
y, d, and y˙, is a linear equation in the unknown v. This
relation is usually useless in frame-based processing, because
the derivative y˙t(s) must be obtained by discrete difference
of successive images, thus losing the infinitesimal motion
assumptions; however, in our scenario, we can approximate
(a) Linear velocity (from odometry)
(b) Estimated linear velocity from DVS data
0.3 m/s
Fig. 9. Estimation of translation velocity using the method in Section V-B
gives mostly the correct sign, but overall a very noisy signal. This data
was computed using a constant-depth assumption, in a scenario where this
hypothesis is mostly correct.
the derivative y˙ by accumulating the events, rather than
differentiating the frames.
Experimentally, we find that we are able to estimate reliably
the sign of the velocity but the estimate is quite noisy (Fig. 9).
Apart from the small apparent motion problem mentioned
before, another factor that might become relevant is that the
DVS (from which we estimate y˙) and the camera (from which
we estimate ∇y) are not exactly sampling the exact light field
as they have different sensitivity; at the very least, we need
to allow for a nonlinear scaling of the intensities. Further
development of the sensor to provide also a grayscale signal
might improve these results [14, 15].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described a low-latency visual odometry method
based on the fusion of the events data from a Dynamic
Vision Sensor (DVS) and the absolute brightness levels
provided by a normal CMOS camera. The two sensors
are automatically spatiotemporally calibrated, based on the
computation of similarity statistics from logs obtained from
the normal operation of the system. Our visual odometry
method preserves the low-latency nature of the data, as the
information from each event can be processed individually
to update the current estimate. We showed that, in spite of
the high spatial discretization of the sensor, and the various
approximations implied from the fusion of the two sensors’
data, our method recovers fast rotations with a relatively
small drift. Translation cannot be reliably estimated, due to
the small apparent motion that produces in a typical robotic
setting. This suggests to use the DVS for estimating and
compensating fast rotational motion, and estimate translation
with a conventional architecture.
Future algorithmic work consists in integrating this method
in a complete SLAM system. There is much theoretical work
to do as well. We have justified our conclusions regarding the
precision achievable using back-of-the-envelope calculations,
but it would be desirable to have precise formulas that give
the achievable accuracy from a mathematical model of the
DVS events generation process as well as intrinsic/extrinsic
parameters. Similarly, it would be interesting to have a solid
mathematical justification of the advantages of fixed-event-
rate processing as opposed to other strategies.
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